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What does this paper do?

I Take Smets and Wouters (2007)

I Add one financial intermediary holding short and long term government bonds
financed with deposits

I Adjustment costs associated with either level of (static) or changes in
(dynamic) long/short bond ratio

I Long bonds modeled as perpetuities with exponentially decaying coupons as in
Woodford (2011)

I Long bonds can only be held until maturity

I A fiscal block with a deficit rule (that determines total debt together with a
exogenous gov spending process) and a maturity composition rule

I Monetary policy rule with time-varying inflation target

I Consider anticipated shocks to
I short rate (forward guidance): similar to Laséen and Svensson (2011) and many

others
I total debt (LSAP)
I maturity composition (MEP)
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Findings and overall comments

I Findings:
I Dynamic adjustment costs estimated to be more important than static ones ⇒

yield effect of maturity shocks highly transitory
I Anticipation estimated to important for short rate and maturity composition

shocks but not for total debt shocks
I Effect of forward guidance similar to previous literature
I MEP generates comparable yield effect but much larger real effects compared

with Chen/Curdia/Ferrero (2012) for QE2+MEP

I Overall comments
I Ambitious attempt to consider all aspects of unconventional policy with

anticipation
I Title suggests study of interaction between forward guidance and QE but at the

moment, the contribution is really about bigger real effects of QE
I Paper still preliminary with many details missing; my comments may due to

misunderstanding
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Comment 1: Why does QE lower long-term bond yields? Two perspectives
I Bernanke: “The problem with QE is it works in practice, but it doesn’t work in

theory.”

I Stated objective of QE: to place downward pressure on longer-term yields to
stimulate the economy

I Finance perspective:
I Term premiums arise because of bond holders are exposure to real interest rate

risks and inflation risks
I Vayanos/Vila (2009):

I Preferred-habit investors + arbitrageurs with limited risk-bearing capacity;
I QE works by reducing the interest rate risks arbitrageurs have to bear
I No arbitrage opportunity in bond market

I Macro perspective
I Most DSGE models studying QE do log-linearization ⇒ zero term premiums
I Instead, yield effects of government debt arise due to

I Market segmentation and transaction costs: Andres/Nelson/Lopez-Salido
(2004), Chen/Curdia/Ferrero (2011)

I Adjustment costs: this paper
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Comment 1 cont.: Why does QE lower long-term bond yields? Two
perspectives

I In reality, minimal transaction costs or adjustment costs in Treasury market.

I Problems with the adjustment cost story:
I Implies large persistent violations of no-arbitrage condition in Treasury market

I in contrast to Vayanos-Vila type models with arbitrage-free equilibria.
I implies that selling short-term bonds or buying long-term bonds should reduce

long-term yields by equal amounts (see Fig 4 and discussion bottom of p. 16)
I No empirical evidence that selling short-term bonds reduces long-term

yields.
I Instead, evidence that selling short-term bonds increase short-term yields:

Hamilton and Wu (2011), Cahill, D’Amico, Li, and Sears (2014).
I A change in the level of Treasury debt outstanding in the model has no effect

as long as the proportional maturity composition is unchanged.
I Inconsistent with the evidence in Li/Wei (2013), Greenwood/Vayanos

(2014), and most models of the Vayanos-Vila type.
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Comment 1 cont.: Why does QE lower long-term bond yields? Two
perspectives

I Problems with the adjustment cost story (continued):
I If term premia are, in fact, compensation for risk, then they should vary with

the level of risk in the economy.
I Indeed, in VV-type models, the effectiveness of QE depends on how much

fundamental risk there is.
I This is important, in part, because forward-guidance policies likely affect

interest-rate volatility (King 2016.)
I So if the authors want to study the interaction of forward guidance and

QE, they are missing an important link between the two.

I Merge the two perspectives?
I Solving the model to third order can generate meaningful variations in bond risk

premiums: Rudebusch and Swanson (2012) and others
I Introduce government debt policy rules and examine effects on yields:

Bretscher/Hsu/Tamoni (2016)
I LSAP in a DSGE models with perceived preferred-habitat investors:

Ellison/Tischbirek (2014)
I Extend to consider maturity composition effects?
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Comment 2: How do lower longer-term yields affect real economy?

I Stated objective of QE: to place downward pressure on longer-term yields to
stimulate the economy

I Chen/Curdia/Ferrero (2011): market segmentation. Restricted household can’t
arbitrage away changes in long bond prices, leading to real effects.

I This paper (my interpretation): Banks earn less on their long-term bond holding
after a QE shock, and they pass these lower yields on through a lower interest rate
on deposits

I QE shock works like a fed funds rate shock!
I But QE was meant as an alternative to the funds rate policy when the short

rate is at the ZLB.
I However, I don’t quite under Figure 4 IRF to a total debt shock
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FIgure 4: IRF: debt shock
Figure 4: IRF: debt shock
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Comment 2: How do lower longer-term yields affect real economy?

I Stated objective of QE: to place downward pressure on longer-term yields to
stimulate the economy

I Chen/Curdia/Ferrero (2011): market segmentation. Restricted household can’t
arbitrage away changes in long bond prices, leading to real effects.

I This paper (my interpretation): Banks earn less on their long-term bond holding
after a QE shock, and they pass these lower yields on through a lower interest rate
on deposits

I MEP is estimated to generate comparable yield effects but much larger real effects
(60 bps cp. 10 bps) than QE2+MEP in Chen/Curdia/Ferrero (2011). Why?
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sistent with the survey evidence from Blue Chip.28 In the online Appendix, we explain
the exact details of how we implement this commitment to the ZLB.

We begin by showing our main simulation of LSAP II at the prior distribution and
then repeat the same experiment at the posterior. The following two subsections
discuss the role of the commitment to the ZLB and how LSAP compares to interest rate
policy shocks. In the online Appendix we present several robustness results.

3.1. Simulation at the Prior Distribution

This subsection illustrates how the choice of the priors constrains the macroeconomic
effects of asset purchase programmes via Monte Carlo simulations. Specifically, we
obtain 1,000 random draws for the parameter vector using the prior distribution. We
then use each of these draws to solve the model and extract the path of the state
variables in response to the LSAP experiment described above. Finally, we compute
moments and percentiles of this sample of responses for the variables of interest.29

Figure 2 shows the response of output growth, output level, inflation, FFR, 10-year
yield and risk premium to the simulated LSAP II experiment at the prior distribution,
all in annualised percentage rates. The level of output corresponds to percentage
deviations from trend, as opposed to a rate of change, and thus is not annualised.
These plots represent the marginal contribution of LSAP II, i.e. the deviations of each
variable relative to the path that would have prevailed absent the policy intervention.
The continuous line is the prior median response, while the grey-shaded area corre-
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Fig. 1. Simulated Path of the Market Value of Long-Term Debt

28 Blue Chip has been asking the survey participants about the expected duration of the ZLB since the end
of 2008. Until the recent (FOMC statement of 9 August 2011) change in the Federal Open Market Committee
language that introduced a specific date for the expected liftoff, market participants had always maintained
the expectation that the FFR would remain at the ZLB for the four/five quarters after the question was asked.

29 The results are not sensitive to increasing the number of draws.
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I Why not estimate this parameter? How sensitive is the real effect to the
persistence of maturity shocks?
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Comment 3: Anticipated shocks

I One of the main contributions of the paper is to model anticipated QE or MEP
shocks

I This paper estimates length of anticipation using data
I However, both fiscal and monetary authorities affect government debt level and

maturity composition
I Before the crisis, fiscal actions play the dominant role
I Estimated horizon of anticipation may be very different from the horizon

anticipated by investors or announced by CB

I Alternative
I Li and Wei (2013): a reduced-form term structure model with debt supply and

maturity variables with anticipated shocks
I Ihrig/Klee/Li/Schulte/Wei (2012): combine Li/Wei methodology with

anticipated shocks calculated from survey forecasts of macro variables and
interest rates.
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Miscellaneous comments

I Paper uses long/short ratio with an arbitrary cutoff horizon of 1 year. Use average
maturity instead?

I No secondary trading in Treasuries
I Don’t see why you need it since you only have perpetuities as in Chen et al

which allows trading.
I Andres et al disallow trading because they consider zero coupon bonds of

specific maturities.
I Even there, could consider model demands at different maturities as driven by

fewer factors as in Vayanos/Vila (2009)

I Maturity composition rule
I Add persistence?
I Systematic response: mixed results

I Model fit?
I Compare Figures 1 nd 2: Model appears to miss the quick debt build-up after

the crisis
I Yield fit?
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Summary

I Interesting and ambitious paper

I Has a lot of potentials

I Some suggestions
I Consider higher order solution to generate non-trivial term premiums
I Consider risk-based preferred-habitat element to break the irrelevance results
I Experiment with maturity rule specifications, especially relaxing the permanent

shock assumption
I Look into the interaction between forward guidance and QE
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